
To our incredible Partners and Technology Providers,

Over the last two years, you have witnessed AdCellerant evolve from service provider to technology company. We invested

time, resources, and capital to rebuild Ui.Marketing – the company’s sales enablement, order automation, order

management, and reporting platform. Ui.Marketing evolved into a hub powered by a microservice infrastructure which

enables AdCellerant and our Partners to automate workflow, decrease and/or eliminate data entry, and improve

efficiencies through API integrations. The evolution of the company and the future we aim to tackle in Partnership with you

could only be captured in a new look, mission, and plan for AdCellerant.

You won’t see the name change, but the appearance, feel, and focus of AdCellerant is taking on a modern look. The new

logo incorporates rounded edges and a custom typeface to embody the company’s evolution, drive, and commitment

through innovative technology and award-winning customer service. Innovative technology is the future of advertising

delivering improved advertising results, protection of consumer privacy, simple solutions for a cookieless future, all tied

together through automation, machine learning, and artificial intelligence.

Why rebrand & why now?

Simply put, the future of advertising is quickly evolving and so are we. AdCellerant facilitates the value exchanged between

the advertiser and the end consumer. In the future, that responsibility can only be fulfilled by a company that easily

traverses cookieless, ever-changing privacy laws, conversion-focused campaigns, and automation. We take our role

seriously. Small businesses are in a dog fight with national and big box brands. AdCellerant and Ui.Marketing level the

playing field between Madison Avenue and Main Street advertising through innovative planning, execution, and reporting.

We couldn’t do this without you, our Partners.

Like the digital landscape, your needs have changed as well. Cobbling together ten vendors through expensive software

applications is not efficient and only solves some of the challenges you and your small businesses customers are facing.

Many companies claim to solve this problem, but our competition offers cookie-cutter solutions in a cookieless future,

and AdCellerant’s technology and service team are elastic, creating a truly unique experience for advertisers of all sizes.

We’re proud of what our team has accomplished and excited to introduce a new brand that captures their work as a tech

business with a full-service support solution. We couldn’t have made it here without our Partners, our Technology

Providers, and our Team. This is an exciting turning point that ensures you will have everything you need to navigate the

dynamic future of digital advertising.

Sincerely,

A Word from Our Executive Team

Shelby Carlson
COO & Co-Founder

Brock Berry
CEO & Co-Founder
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